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President’s Message

Jai Jinendra
and

Sadar Pranam

The Jain Center of Northern California expresses 
its profound sorrow and grief on the sad demise of 
world-renowned scholar Dr Padmanabh S. Jaini, 
PhD who breathed his last on May 25, 2021. 

Dr Padmanabh Jaini was one of the founders of Jain 
Center of Northern California and its predecessor 
organization Jain Milan. Dr Jaini was a doyen  of 

Jain religion and veritable encyclopedia of Indian philosophy. We pray for the eternal peace of the departed 
soul.

I am happy to report that on May 3 JCNC conducted Covid Vaccination drive at the Jain Bhawan auditorium. 
Every four minutes one person was inoculated with the first dose of Moderna vaccine. During the three-hour 
drive 46 recipients were inoculated. JCNC was the second JAINA center in the United States to conduct a 
vaccination drive.  
 
TheThe situation in India is beyond bad. Our motherland is going through the worst crisis in the 74 years history of 
independent India. JCNC has always risen in times of natural calamities. We have risen again to fight Covid 
pandemic by partnering with organizations run by Pujya Rashtrasant Shree Namra Muniji MS (Arham Yuva 
Seva Group), Pujya Acharya Bhagwant Shrimad Vijay Ratnasundar Surishwarji MS (Jain Alert Charitable 
Trust), Pujya Acharya Shri Chandanaji (Veerayatan), Pujya Shri Chandrasekhar Vijayji MS (Vardhaman 
Sanskar Dham), JAINA, JITO and Shrimad Rajchandra Hospital COVID Care Center.

KhubKhub Khub Anumodana for your generosity. With your wholehearted support we have reached the goal of 
raising $100,000 in Covid India Fund. Please keep donating towards JCNC Covid India Fund and together we 
shall provide care and comfort to needy.

OneOne of my objectives is to reassert the pre-eminence position of JCNC as a leading voice of the Jain 
community. Let me share the pro-active role played by us on public policy matters. We submitted a 
memorandum to Rep Ro Khanna encouraging the Biden Administration to support India in these times of 
Covid pandemic. I am happy to share that our Rep Ro Khanna vigorously took it up with the Biden 
administration which has since re-started full throttle support to India. 
 
JCNCJCNC was invited to and we attended an Apr 27 meeting called by White House to appraise leading Indian 
organizations in the United States about the efforts of the Biden Administration on Covid support to India. 
This invitation-only event was addressed by Surgeon General Vice Admiral Dr. Vivek H. Murthy, MD, MBA. 

On Apr 29 we attended a meeting - “Jitse Gujarat” - called by Gujarat Chief Minister Shri Vijaybhai Rupani on 
the Covid situation in the state and sought support of Gujarati diaspora.

I am very confident together we will do our best to help our motherland with all necessary assistance. For this 
we need “all hands-on deck” support.



Sincerely
Biren Shah
JCNC President
M: (408) 206-9049
Email: president@jcnc.org
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Our hearty congratulations to Prembhai Jain upon selected for the 2021 JAINA Ratna Award. Prembhai has 
made path-breaking contributions in furtherance of Jain religion and its principles. Award will be presented 
during the 2021 JAINA Virtual Convention in July. 
 
Finally, JAINA convention will be addressed by His Holiness Dalai Lama. JCNC cultural entry - a courtroom 
drama will be played during the Convention. REGISTER TODAY and don’t miss out to watch impressive arrays 
of programs during the convention. 

Girish Shah
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Message from BOD Chair

With passing of Professor Dr. Padmanabh Jaini on May 25, 2021, we have lost a member and a scholar who participated in 
the formation of JCNC and or predecessor organization, Jain Milan. In our early days he was always there for us with his 
scholarly advice on all matters related to Jain dharma. He was a towering figure in the academic world. With his book “The 
Jaina path of Purification”, he was instrumental in initiating interest in academic circles about the study of Jain Dharma & 
philosophy. We will miss him dearly, a life to be celebrated for his contribution to Jainism in the west. We pray that he is on 
his way to liberation.

CoronaCorona virus pandemic: India is witnessing perhaps the worst Covid crisis any nation has suffered since the pandemic 
began. JCNC for its part has raised and sent funds to support Indian NGOs for the needed supplies and family support. To 
date, we have received pledges of over $100,000 dollars and have already distributed $72,800 to several Indian NGOs to 
support their efforts. We will distribute more funds periodically as we receive funds.  I urge you to contribute generously 
to JCNC for this effort by pledging at www.jcnc.org.
 
LLocally, as the state is opening up, the EC is preparing to get back to normal operation to pre-pandemic level. But I urge you 
to vaccinate yourself and take all the required precautions. 

Non-voting BOD members of NextGen Adults:  I welcome Manish Champsee as our third non-voting Nextgen BOD 
member. We look forward to hearing their thoughts on the future direction of JCNC.

Dollar-A-Day: Can you spare a Dollar a day? I bet we all can. Have you taken that pledge to contribute dollar-a-day? I urge 
you to make this a lifetime pledge and become Life-Time Supporter of JCNC. Please send me an email of your pledge 
resolution and I will acknowledge it in my monthly note.



Lived Religion – Your Story: As I requested in the last newsletter, we want to capture how you practice our faith at home 
and outside. I urge you write your story as to how you and your family practice Jainism and send me at email below. Also 
ask your children to write their own story as to how they practice Jainism in their lives. We will compile all these stories 
and make it available to on our website (after removing identifying information to protect your privacy). 

We have established an email channel ( feedback@jcnc.org ) to allow me to hear your suggestions directly. I look forward 
to hear from you.

LastlLastly, I seek your support to fulfill my duties to satisfy your vision for JCNC. Thank You!

The Jain Center of Northern California 
expresses its profound sorrow and grief on 
the sad demise of world-renowned scholar 
Dr Padmanabh S. Jaini, PhD who breathed 
his last on May 25, 2021. 

DrDr Padmanabh Jaini was one of the founders 
of Jain Center of Northern California and its 
predecessor organization Jain Milan. Dr 
Jaini was a doyen of Jain religion and 
veritable encyclopedia of Indian philosophy. 
He was one of the world’s leading scholars of 
Jainism and Buddhism.

Coinciding with his birth anniversary in this 
fall we are planning a seminar in memory of 
Dr. Jaini. Program details will be announced 
in due course.   

JCNCJCNC Darpan June Newsletter will be 
dedicated to Dr. Jaini wherein we will have 
elaborate coverage on his life journey, his 
contributions to our great religion and 
tributes from people who touched his life. 
DO NOT miss out June Darpan.
Om Shanti…..On Shanti

Dr. Padmanabh S. Jaini, PhD
Late Shri Dr. Padmanabh Shrivarma Jaini, PhD (1923-2021)



JCNC On the Public Policy Matters

On Apr 25 we submitted a memorandum to Rep Ro Khanna encouraging the Biden Administration to 
support India in these times of Covid pandemic. I am happy to share that our Rep Ro Khanna vigorously 
took it up with the Biden administration. Here is the reply from Rep Khanna.



Ahiṃsā and e Social Reforms Inspired by 
Lord Mahāvīra (Part 2 of 3)

By Parveen Jain

….Continued from April 2021 issue of JCNC Darpan 

The Movement Against Slavery and Bonded Labor 

The practice of taking advantage of and holding as slaves the individuals who are weaker has 
unfortunately prevailed through history. Despite frequent movements against this practice, it has 
continued to resurrect after limited abatements and has dubiously survived to be practiced in all of the 
cultures and societies around the world. The practice of slavery may involve exploitation of the destitute 
for carnal desires, household and/or professional labor services,  menial jobs and other such undignified 
tasks while paying the victims either meagerly or not at all. The same applies to “bonded labor,” where 
the victims are frequently compensated with only the minimum amounts of food and clothing that are the victims are frequently compensated with only the minimum amounts of food and clothing that are 
absolutely essential for living. Both slaves and bonded laborers are deprived of the basic human rights 
and are not extended any sort of dignity and compassion. Until a couple of centuries  ago, human slaves 
and bonded laborers were openly Ahiṃsā and The Social Reforms Inspired by Lord Mahāvīra - 2 



Traded like commodities in many parts of the world, including USA, and this horrendous practice, 
unfortunately, continues even today in many places, albeit covertly. 

Lord Mahāvīra addressed the practices of slavery of both human and animals head-on and proclaimed Lord Mahāvīra addressed the practices of slavery of both human and animals head-on and proclaimed 
those as major acts of violence. It is obvious that his ascetic followers (śramaṇas) would not practice any 
form of slavery, but his householder followers (śrāvakas) were forbidden as well. He epitomized his 
commitment against this practice in the last year of his penance in a way that was clearly noticeable by 
the elite classes, the main holders of slaves and bonded laborers. During his approximately 
twelve-and-a-half years of intense penance, he frequently observed fasting1 as a part of his penance. In 
the last year of his penance, he started a fast and took an introverted vow to end it only when the food the last year of his penance, he started a fast and took an introverted vow to end it only when the food 
is offered by a female slave, in torn clothes, with shaven head, in shackles, with a bowl of boiled lentils,  
and in tears. His objective was to bring to light the plight of slaves – a female in this case – and the 
mistreatment accorded to them. 

When he took the vow, with his unblemished perception (samyag-dṛaśti) and unbounded wisdom 
(samyag-jñāna), he must have known the whereabouts of such a person but kept wandering in the 
cities like a normal ascetic. He kept visiting people’s homes upon invitation for alms but, to their 
surprise and without disclosing the reason for his refusal, continued to decline the offering because the 
circumstances did not meet his pledged conditions. This went on for five months and twenty-five 
days—175 days— during which period he did not take a grain of food and drank few sips of water only 
a handful of time. Finally, he met a lady who satisfied all the conditions of his vow, and broke his fast 
by accepting some of the boiled lentils that she offered from the portion given to her by those who had by accepting some of the boiled lentils that she offered from the portion given to her by those who had 
enslaved her. 

This is the famous real-life story of Candan Bālā. She was a princess but was forced into slavery because 
of a series of unfortunate events and was traded repeatedly and lived like a destitute until she met 
Mahāvīra. 

Mahāvīra went through the whole process of tormenting himself with fasting and an unusually strict 
vow to break his fast, to expose and highlight the plight of the sufferers of the inhumane slavery 
practice and indignation accorded to women. He did not take the path of an aggressive rebellion against 
this practice, or even a path of shaming those who indulged in it, but Ahiṃsā and The Social Reforms 
Inspired by Lord Mahāvīra - 3 employed a method that created widespread awakening. After this, the 
tradition of slavery declined enormously, but reemerged some centuries later. 

After her freedom from slavery, Candan Bālā pleaded to Lord Mahāvīra for ascetic sanctuary and he After her freedom from slavery, Candan Bālā pleaded to Lord Mahāvīra for ascetic sanctuary and he 
accepted her as a disciple. She excelled in her asceticism and headed Mahāvīra’s fraternity of over 
thirty-six thousand female monks. 

The Movement Against the Caste System 

Lord Mahāvīra emphasized the quest for equanimity as one of the most important spiritual practices. Lord Mahāvīra emphasized the quest for equanimity as one of the most important spiritual practices. 
Internalized equanimity is important for personal spiritual growth such as successful meditation 
(dhyāna) efforts, and external equanimity or equality is critical for peaceful living that is enriched with 
friendliness towards all – humans, ecology and the environment. He regarded equalized living as an 
application of ahiṃsā and implemented non-discriminatory living arrangements among his ascetic and 
householder followers and advocated the same for the larger society. 



During the age of Lord Mahāvīra, the society was divided into four hierarchical castes (varṇas) named 
Brāhmaṇas, Kṣatriyas, Vaiśyas and Śūdras. The Brāhmaṇas were religious and spiritual leaders, 
teachers, etc., and were treated as forebearers of intellectualism and the purveyors of knowledge. The 
Kṣatriyas were the ruling class comprising of kings, ministers, military leaders, etc., and were regarded 
as protectors of the society. The Vaiśyas were traders and businesspeople who ran the economy. The 
Śūdras were the working class people who were assigned the unskilled jobs such as cobblers, janitors, 
gardeners, etc. – the jobs that were considered menial. 

An individual’s caste was determined on the basis of their lineage and not based on personal skills, An individual’s caste was determined on the basis of their lineage and not based on personal skills, 
qualities or qualifications – it was inherited and not earned. The demarcations were rigid. The 
Brāhmaṇas and the Kṣatriyas considered themselves to be superior to others – the Brāhmaṇas felt 
superior because of their roles as religious and intellectual leaders, and the Kṣatriyas felt superior  
because they were the ruling class. The Śūdras were not extended any respect in the society and were 
deprived of even the basic facilities – they lived in separate destitute colonies, and were generally 
forbidden from participating in religious, cultural or social Ahiṃsā and The Social Reforms Inspired by forbidden from participating in religious, cultural or social Ahiṃsā and The Social Reforms Inspired by 
Lord Mahāvīra - 4

activities where people from the other three castes were present. They were treated as “untouchables.” 
This is very much akin to how African-Americans were treated in the USA until about a hundred years 
ago. 

Mahāvīra started a crusade against societal disparity by not allowing any of those divisions within his 
followers – both ascetics and householders, and by educating the society at large about the spiritual and 
karmic consequences associated with such evil customs. Having spent his pre-renunciation days 
surrounded by the elitists, he noticed the plight of the non-elitists from close proximity and had deep 
empathy for them. To demonstrate his commitment to the casteless community, he accepted disciples 
from all backgrounds based only on their commitment to ascetic life. In his fellowship, the hierarchy 
was based purely on the ascetic qualities such as level of penance, knowledge, dedication to spiritual was based purely on the ascetic qualities such as level of penance, knowledge, dedication to spiritual 
growth, etc. No consideration was given to a person’s caste or social background before that individual 
was ordained into monkhood under Lord Mahāvīra – kings or paupers, father or son, boss or servant, 
businessmen or janitors and so on were all treated equally only on the merits of their qualifications. He 
institutionalized these customs. As an example, many of his disciples were Brāhmaṇas and kings or 
rulers prior to their ordainment, but now they had to bow to senior monks who may have been from 
the Śūdra clan before becoming monks. 

Mahāvīra presented a compelling argument that all jīvas are intrinsically identical and are engaged in 
their personal never-ending birth-death cycles in similar ways. Therefore, one who is Brāhmaṇa or 
Kṣatriya in this life could be born as a Śūdra in the next. Since we do not want to be discriminated 
against ourselves in future lives, we should not do the same to others in this life. Moreover, he taught, 
since all of the souls, being inherently identical, would be equalized after salvation – a state sought by 
all the spiritual seekers – one should treat everyone the same way even when in the bodily form. 

The society heeded his teachings and saw considerable change in people’s inter-personal relations The society heeded his teachings and saw considerable change in people’s inter-personal relations 
during Mahāvīra’s times and for centuries after that. Unfortunately, this deeply rooted societal 
nuisance has never been complete eradicated. The custom continues even today in the Indian society, 
and highly disappointingly, many in the Jain community practice it as well. It prevails in different forms 
in societies around the world, for instance, black and white relations in USA and other parts of the 
world. Ahiṃsā and The Social Reforms Inspired by Lord Mahāvīra - 5 



Lord Mahāvīra regarded the use of commonly understandable language as a catalyst for overall 
equalization of the society, especially in regard to learning. In his view, language equalization was an 
indicator of a just and even society. 

During Mahāvīra’s times, Sanskrit and Prakrit were commonly used languages. Sanskrit was the During Mahāvīra’s times, Sanskrit and Prakrit were commonly used languages. Sanskrit was the 
language of the elitist and educated people – mostly the Brāhmaṇa and Kṣatriya men, whereas Prakrit, 
or Ardha Maagadhi, was the language of the masses. All the religious discussions, discourses and 
writings were conducted in Sanskrit because it was considered a divine language and religious 
teachings were postulated as God’s messages. These customs deprived women, the masses and people 
from the so-called lower castes of the values of education and religious discourse. 

Mahāvīra wanted his message to reach the masses because his messages of truth were the result of his Mahāvīra wanted his message to reach the masses because his messages of truth were the result of his 
own spiritually realized revelations and not the messages that supposedly transcended from God. 
Therefore, he chose to communicate in Prakrit for the benefit of the entire society comprising men, 
women, educated, non-educated, elite, commoners, etc. He did so because everyone understood 
Prakrit, whereas only a few communicated in Sanskrit. 

To him, the Brāhmaṇas, Kṣatriyas, Vaiśyas and Śūdras were all equal, and everyone, not just a few To him, the Brāhmaṇas, Kṣatriyas, Vaiśyas and Śūdras were all equal, and everyone, not just a few 
privileged ones, had the rights to learn. He decided to deliver his discourses in the language that 
appealed to all sections of the society, especially those who were deprived of the rights to learn. In 
addition to educating the entire society, this was his effective and highly visible step against the 
prevailing caste system. This, as he taught, was a form of intellectual ahiṃsā. 

It should be noted that, although humans comprehended Lord Mahāvīra’s teachings in what sounded It should be noted that, although humans comprehended Lord Mahāvīra’s teachings in what sounded 
like Prakrīt to them, his messages were in a universal language that were cognized by all human as well 
as non-human living beings with equal effortlessness. 

To be continued in next issue of JCNC Darpan….. 

For the complete article, visit: 

https://www.parveenjain.com/blog/ahimsa-and-the-social-reforms-inspired-by-lord-mahavira Ahiṃsā 
and The Social Reforms Inspired by Lord Mahāvīra - 6 

1 Lord Mahāvīra undertook intense penance for twelve years, five months, and fifteen days (4,545 days) out 1 Lord Mahāvīra undertook intense penance for twelve years, five months, and fifteen days (4,545 days) out 
which he consumed food and water on only 325 days. Even on the days he took any food and water, it was 
only once in a day. (Jain 2019, 32 & Ācārya Mahaprajna 2003, 47). 
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(संकलन: हरे  शाह)



News Flash – Summer Picnic and Mission Peak Hike



For the health and safety of everyone we have decided to cancel summer picnic and Mission Peak 
hike events.   

Article from Harendrabhai
News Flash – Summer Picnic and Mission Peak Hike

Upcoming Major Events

Covid Vaccine 2nd Dose Event : Monday, May 31

By Pravin Turakhia

ી આ યંિબલ તપ પારણાંનો મહોસવ મંડાય,
તપવીઓના તપનો મિહમા િમલપીટસે ગવાય.

િજન મદીરના આ ગંણ ેઆ મગળ અવસર રચાય,
JCNC સકલ સંઘનો હરખ ના સમાય.

એક બ ેકે નવપદ ઓળી એમાં બધું સમાય,
નાના મોટા વૃ  જવાન, એમાં સૌ સમાય.

તપનો મિહમા બહુ ગાયો છે િજન આગમની માંય,તપનો મિહમા બહુ ગાયો છે િજન આગમની માંય,
મહાવીરવામી કે  ંતપ એ કેમ કદી િવસરાય.
આિદનાથને પગલે પગલે ડું તપ એ થાય,
બાહયાંયતર િંથ ભેદી આતમ શુિ થાય.

તપવે જ ેિનજ કમને, ક ું તપ એ આમ,
બ ેભેદે એ વણવીએ, બા અ યંતર નામ.
ભાવું ભાવું ભાવું ભાવના અજંળ મળજો આજ
કરવા તપ એ આતમલ ,ે આતમશુિ કાજ.કરવા તપ એ આતમલ ,ે આતમશુિ કાજ.

આ યંિબલ તપ પારણાંનો મહોસવ મંડાય,
તપવીઓના તપનો મિહમા િમલપીટસે ગવાય.

By: વીણ તુરખીયા



Major Religious Programs Calendar

List of major religious programs during 2021. Details will be publicized via email, Darpan newsletter, and 
Website. 

Ashtanika Parva - July 17 to 23

21st Anniversary and Dhwaja Ceremony– Aug 6 to 8

Pu. Brahmachariji Janma Din Bhakti – Aug 29

Paryushan – Sep 3 to 10 

Paryushan Maha Parva (Shrimad) – Sep 4 to 9

Das Lakshan – Sep 10 to 18

AAyambil Oli – Oct 12 to 20

Shri Atmasiddhi Shastra Janma din - Oct 23

Dhanteras Samdhi Maran 36 Mala - Nov 2

Mahavir Nirvana Day (Diwali) - Nov 4

Diwali Samadhi Maran 36 Mala – Nov 4

Navu Varsh Samadhi Maran 36 Mala – Nov 5

New Year – Nov 5

Gyan Gyan Pacham – Nov 9

Pu. Brahmachariji Dehotsarg Din- Nov 11

Ashtanika Parva - Nov 11 to 18

Shrimad Rajchandra Janma Din – Nov 20

Maun Agiyaras – Dec 14

Posh Dashami – Dec 28 to 30

Shri 1008 ParsvaNath / Chandaprabh Swami Janama Kalyanak   - Dec 29

Chaumasi Chaudas – Mar 27, Jul 23, Dec 18Chaumasi Chaudas – Mar 27, Jul 23, Dec 18



“Jitse Gujarat” Zoom with Vijaybhai Rupani, 
Gujarat Chief Minister 

On Apr 29 Honorable Vijaybhai Rupani, Gujarat Chief Minister organized a 
Zoom with leaders from the North America based organizations. Vijaybhai 
provided updates about the prevalent Covid situation in Gujarat, steps 
taken by the government and medical equipment requirements to mitigate 
current pandemic. Vijaybhai sincerely appreciated support provided by 
Gujarati diaspora to the state. Biren Shah, President attended the event. 
Event was addressed by Maheshbhai Wadher, JAINA President and 
Padmashri DPadmashri Dr. H R Shah, CEO & Chairman TV Asia.

JCNC CONDUCTS COVID VACCINATION DRIVE 

JCNC Cultural department led by Sharad Dadbhawala, VP and Kamlesh Jain, Co VP did a 
meticulous planning of the drive and its execution. Biren Shah, President; Kirit Bavisi, Chair BOD 
Community Seva and Cultural Committee; Kamlesh Mehta, Chair BOD Outreach Committee; Munir 
Vora; Deven Shah; Hetan Shah, Niranjan Patel, Dev Gandhi and team of vaccination project 
volunteers – Dr. Mona Vora, Dr. Molly Vora, Pinal Shah, Jaimini Shah, Purvi Jhaveri made this event 
possible. 

WWe are thankful to Dr. Nitin Shah, MD; Parth Parikh, Pharmacist Pico Care Pharmacy; Manubhai 
Shah (Sarva Mangal Family Trust) and Joy Of Sharing Foundation for the event.

While pandemic is raging across the United States, JCNC Executive Committee and the BOD 
Community Seva and Cultural Committee and BOD Outreach Committee organized a Covid-19 
Vaccination Drive in association with Pico Care Pharmacy. 

Event was held on May 3 from 4pm to 7pm at the JCNC auditorium. First dose of Moderna 
vaccine was administered to 46 people at no cost. Every four minutes one person received 
vaccine. On May 31 second dose will be administered.



COVID India Fund

“Live and allow others to live; life is dear to all living beings!” 
Bhagwan Mahavir

 The situation in India is dire. The country is witnessing perhaps the worst Covid crisis any nation has suffered 
since the pandemic began, with hospitals overflowing and desperate people dying in line waiting to see 
doctors — and mounting evidence that the actual death toll is far higher than officially reported. India is 
running desperately low on supplies, including oxygen and protective gear, as a deadly new variant is thought 
to be behind a rise in cases.
 
JCNCJCNC has always risen in times of natural calamities in India. We are rising again to support India based 
reputed organizations for the supply of medicines, therapeutics, test kits, ventilators, protective gears, oxygen 
concentrators, family supports, etc.

For this noble cause JCNC Board has set up a Covid India Fund with initial goal of $100K. 

Ease of Choices: JCNC is working with the following organizations:

1) Jain Alert Charitable Trust/ Ratnatrayee Trust (Pujya Acharya Bhagwant Shrimad Vijay Ratnasundar 
Surishwarji MS)
2)2) Arham Inc USA/Arham Yuva Seva Group (Pujya Rashtrasant Shree Namra Muniji MS)
3) Veerayatan International (Pujya Acharya Shri Chandanaji)
4) Vardhaman Sanskar Dham (Pujya Shri Chandrasekhar Vijayji MS)
5) JAINA
6) JITO USA Charitable Trust
7) Shrimad Rajchandra Hospital COVID Care Center 



Donation to JCNC is Tax deductible. Double your donations, check with your employer for company matching.

Ease of Giving - multiple ways to pay – PayPal, Zelle, Check, Donar Advised Fund, Appreciated Stock, Wire 
transfer. Payment options: 

PayPal
PayPal to JCNC by logging into your PayPal app. Use email paypal@jcnc.org (Organization: Jain Center of 
Northern California). In the description box write “Covid India Fund”

ZZelle
Select “Business”, add “Jain Center of Northern California”, email: finance@jcnc.org and click “Add Recipient”.

Check
Write check to JCNC. Write “Covid India Fund” in memo section and mail check to 722 S Main Street, Milpitas 
CA 95035

Donate via Donor Advised Fund (DAF) Use JCNC EIN 94-2778859
SStock Donation Call your brokerage and provide Charity Name: Jain Center of Northern California, EIN 
94-2778859, Charles Schwab Account Number 8668-7880, DTC Number: 0164 

Wire Transfer
Organization Name: Jain Center or Northern California

JCNC Covid India Fund Core Committee Members: Biren Shah, President; Girish Shah, BOD Chair; Jyoti Vora; 
Kirit Bavishi; Yogesh Bapna; Kamlesh Mehta; Munir Vora, Manhar Shah, Nayan Jain and Hetan Shah

Bank Name
Bank of America

Account Number
001151833011

Routing Number
121 000 358

“Live and allow others to live; life is dear to all living beings!” 
Lord Mahavir

Please keep donating towards JCNC Covid India 
Fund and together we shall provide care and 
comfort to needy.



Chaitra Ayambil Oli Report

By Pravin Turakhia

Ayambil Oli 'tap' (penance) is one of the 12 external taps. Jains 
observe Navpad Oli, also called Ayambil Oli or Sashwati Oli tap that 
lasts for nine days, twice a year. The first one falls in the bright 
fortnight of Ashwina month (September/October) and the second 
during the bright fortnight of Chaitra month (March/April). It is exactly 
between Shukla Saptami (Seventh Lunar Day) to Purnima (Full Moon 
Day) in both Ashwina and Chaitra months.

Jain performs Ayambil Tapa for nine days to salute these nine supreme posts in the universe. 
Ayambil is a special type of fasting in that one eats only things made from grains, lentils, or grain 
flours that too once in a day. It is not permitted use of vegetables, fruits, any kind of oils, ghee, 
milk (all vigai) in any form, any kind of drinks except boiled water. Nor can you use any spices. 
Only permitted spices are, black peppers, hing, methi seeds, balwan or roasted salt and baking 
soda. Some people do consume ginger powder (soonth). Main purpose of it is to give up the 
taste. Shrimad Rajchandra ji has said, 'સ્વાદનો ત્યાગ એજ ખરો ત્યાગ છે."  To give up the taste is in 
reality reality to give up most everything, a real tap.
. 
 JCNC has continuously managed to carry on this tap since the year 2000 when we have had our 
temple. Before that people used to do it on their own or sometimes gathered together at 
someone's home to do Samuhik Ayambil. But the number was very small then.

After 2000, once we got the dining facility at the temple, JCNC started to invite people to do it 
at the JCNC. In the beginning years 2000 to 2005, Dattaben Shah took the lead and managed 
and sponsored the Ayambil Oli. In the initial year participation was low, maybe 15 to 20 people 
which gradually started to increase.

Then In 2005-2007, Chandraben Parekh took the lead. As time passed, more and more people 
started participating, with more sponsors took dharmalabh including on individual level with a 
donation of their own wish.

TheThe participant number reached 50-60 and at some time even more. From 2008 through 2017, 
from being a helping hand to Chandraben, I, Pravin Turakhia, became the main lead for the 
Ayambil Oli. It was becoming a more and more challenging job as number of participants started 
increasing, of all ages from 4 years to 75 plus years, young and old, doing one or more to 
complete 9 days Oli. At the same time volunteers help also started pouring in for cooking help, 
serving, cleaning etc. It involved lots of things. Starting from planning a balanced and elaborate 
menu for 9 days and Parna day, keeping in mind the colors of grains as per the nine days of 
NavNavpadji and liking of people. Then coming up with the quantity and the procurement of the 
groceries from various stores, cleaning them to make it readily available for cooking, ordering 
the dry stuff like Khakhara, Papad and other dry snacks etc. from India to get them in time here. 
It was very important to start early in time to have it ready before noon, to start serving everyday 
with the recital of the Namokar mantra, Pachchkhan and some announcements.

At some points seating arrangements in the dinning was becoming challenging particularly over 
the weekends when participants cross over 125-140 plus the volunteer force of 15 to 20. 
Sometimes, even we had to run into 2 batches for smooth operations. Parnas were more 



interesting and very well welcomed after 9 days of having Ayambil food.

TTapasvis used to come early to do their rituals and one day to participate in planned Navpadji 
puja. In 2018, I had to leave from my lead role due to my other engagements. We had hired help 
to carry out the cooking under the supervision of assigned volunteers by the EC religious 
committee which continued till the last Asso oli in October '20 which was uniquely done because 
of the Corona pandemic. Unique in the sense with to go boxes due to the restrictions enforced 
by the county and state levels. Still, surprisingly, the number was very good, close to 80+. 

Chaitra Oli did not happen at the JCNC due to the beginning of the pandemic in March’20.
HopingHoping that this covid pandemic will get over by the Chaitra Oli which started on 19th April, '21, 
but unfortunately it didn’t happen, and we had to decide to continue with “TO GO BOXES' to 
facilitate Tapasvis. I came back to volunteer to lead it again, probably 21st Ayambil Oli lead.

It was very challenging task. We divided into 3 main fronts. ( There were many volunteers but just 
listing here the core volunteers only). It was initiated from our religious committee team. 

I had the overall responsibility to manage the event.

1.1. Tech team to make all the announcements, keep it updated every day and have the everyday 
RSVP count notified to me in order to prepare for the next day cooking. The core team for this 
was Jayshri Sheth, Ami Shah, Kavita Parekh, Mihir Doctor, Nirav Gala.

2. Cooking part:
SSoaking of lentils and beans every day in the early morning was done by Alpesh bhai Shah. It was 
almost soaked by the time I arrived with Lina, my wife and Sarojben Dagli at around 8.20 every 
day. I start preparing those to cook in the pressure cookers. Lina starts kneading doughs for 
Rotla Rotli and Saroj ben for other misc. Preparations like chutney etc. By the time other 
volunteers arrive by 9am or so to name a few core ones, Usha ben Batavia, Kokila ben Mehta, 
Jyotiben Shah, Geeta ben Maniar and many more. It’s all ready for the next steps to complete all 
the items. We change every day.

DiffeDifferent Dals, different Kathols, different farsans like, Dhokla, Idli  Sambhar,Khandavi, Daal 
Dhokli, Ragada Patties,Uttapam,Rice and Mung Khichu, Muthiya, Bombay Bhel etc etc, with rice, 
khichadi-kadhi, thuli,Daal Baati (Giri bhai special) chutney, etc.

The list of the items is very long to list here.
Also, some volunteers. Preeti Dand, Rekha ben Shah, Pratibha ben Gandhi, Harsha ben Parikh, 
Kalpana ben Shah.

UttaUttapams drive was managed by Ami Shah and Kavita Parekh with a group of volunteers. 
Khandavi was provided by Rupa ben of Milan.

Once the food was all done, it was passed on to the tiffin boxes filler team.

3. Tiffin-Boxes fill up team:
ManagingManaging core team included Prakash bhai Mehta, Jasvant bhai Batavia, Mukul bhai Shah, Harish 
bhai Gandhi with some other volunteers. This was a difficult task to fit all the items into a limited 
space and how much to fill up. For some it was much more food, and a few felt they could have 
preferred a bit more, concluded after a random survey. So, we tried to accommodate those by 



leaving some extra rotla-rotli on a table for them to take. But everything went smoothly. After 
the boxes were filled, we recited Namokar Mantra before they were distributed. On an average 
we can say about 120-125 boxes were made daily. We don’t like to waste any food, especially 
these days but sorry to say in spite of people RSVPd, some didn’t show up to pick them up. 
Maximum number was 14 on one day and a few here and there on other days. Humble request 
to all our members, not only for this event but for all the JCNC events, please RSVP and if you 
did it, please show up so nothing goes to waste.Then make or convert from the leftover a special 
trtreat for all the volunteers.

Mostly everything was done by 1.00-1.30 pm. Others leave but I and Lina stay back to take out 
the stuff for the next day and make a list to order for the items finished. Try to help a bit to Balbir 
ji by arranging the scattered things back to the right place and leave by around 2.30-3.00pm.

Besides these boxed hot meals, we already had distributed earlier the dry snacks like Khakhara, 
Papad, Juwar Puff, Chana Jor Garam, Kadiyatu, etc. we imported from India to all in advance, the 
previous week and continued till it finished.

And then came the awaited Parna Day. Menu changed to the regular varieties of spicy foods, like 
Rab, Masala puri, couscous delight (all-time favorite), Idli Sambhar Chutney, Mohan Thal and a 
special treat of Pineapple Blueberries for 3 JCNC young Gems who did complete Oli in a special 
personalized box.

PParna was sponsored by a few families and not to forget to mention about Shri Vijay bhai 
Chopra, a grocery wholesaler, who has been donating total Ayambil Oli expenses since past few 
years, all the groceries including we bought from other stores, all the dry snacks imported from 
India including the FedEx charges and everything related to Ayambil Oli. Khub Khub Anumodana 
Vijay bhai.

In all, during 9 days of Oli, we distributed total 1137 To-Go Boxes: 1032 boxes during 9 Oli days 
and 105 boxes on Parna.

InIn closing, during these 10 days, if I have or any one from my volunteer team has hurt anyone, 
man,vachan ane kayana yogthi, knowingly or unknowingly, I ask for your forgiveness on behalf 
of every one, Mitchhami Dukkadam. Also, if I have missed to mention any name here, please 
accept my apology, Mitchhami Dukkadam.

Sau Tapasvio sukh shatama hasho.
Jai Jinendra.

Pravin Turakhia na Pranam

તપસવ્ીઓ નો જય જયકાર
તપસવ્ીઓ નો જય જયકાર
તપસવ્ીઓ નો જય જયકાર



(Dhyan and Kanak, Ayambil Tapasvis) (Riya Doctor, Ayambil Tapasvis)



JCNC Pays Tribute to Nirmal Kumar Jain Sethi

SHRADDHANJALI

Jain Center of Northern California conveys their deepest condolences on the demise of Shri Nirmal Kumarji Jain 

Sethi.

Nirmal Kumarji was the President of Shri Bharatvarshiya Digambar Jain Mahasabha. His life mission was to 

explore and spread Jainism within and outside India. He visited many countries, funded research, conducted 

seminars & webinars, invited scholars from different countries, dedicated all his life and savings for Jainism. 

Nirmalji visited our Jain Center (JCNC) multiple times. He stands as an extraordinary persona in today’s world. 

Nirmalji took a deep interest in Jain archaeology.

NirmaljiNirmalji was of an extremely simple nature and emblem of humanity. We are short of words to explain what a 

great loss it is to the entire Jain society, especially for the Digambar Jain Samaj he is irreplaceable.

We convey our sincere condolences to everyone at Shri Bharatvarshiya Digambar Jain Mahasabha.

Let us pray for Nirmal Kumarji. He will be truly missed.

Nirmal Kumar Jain Sethi (1941-2021)

Biren Shah JCNC President

Om Shanti Shanti Shanti



JCNC Sunday Adult Swādhāya 
By Harendra Shah and Kamlesh Mehta

Background: 
About 28 years ago, we began Sunday Adult Swādhāya concurrent with Jain Shala's schedule 
in neighboring city community halls, then to Milpitas High School. The purpose of having 
the Sunday Adult Swādhāya concurrent with Jain Shala was to allow adults, including 
parents of the youths who attend the Jain Shala, at the same time to learn about our proud 
Jain principles and philosophy.

Mission: Mission: 
Instill spiritual development, self-awareness, moral consciousness, social well-being, and 
Jain identity in individuals based on the principles of Jainism.

Objective: 
1. Enhance Jain Way of Life – Spiritual Life – Art of Living through the proud heritage of 
Jainism
2.2. Enhance faith, knowledge, understanding, and practice of Jain Philosophy through 
Swādhāya of Jain canonical books and books by True Gurus (Sadgurus)
3. Adhere to mainstream Jain Philosophy with a balance of Vyavhār and Nishchay
4. Create a positive environment surrounding us. Encourage and facilitate group 
discussions
5. Utilize the latest scientific information where applicable.

Place & Schedule: 
JCNCJCNC Sunday Adult Swādhāya is usually conducted on the 2nd floor in Sthānak/Bhakti Area 
from 10 to 11:15 am on 1st, 3rd, and 5th Sunday of every month concurrent with Senior 
Jain-Shala schedule. Because of the ongoing pandemic diculties, it is conducted via Zoom 
Video Conference.

Structure: 
1. Begin with the recitation of Stutis and Om-Arham/Mahāprān/Araham Dhvani
2. Briefly go over what was covered in the previous session
3.3. Presentation of ongoing topic in simple, understandable language using PowerPoint 
slides
4. Facilitate questions and answers on the topic covered 
5. Conclude with the recitation of Chattāri Mangalam stuti
6. Distribute a pdf file of the PowerPoint slides of the last session via email.

Major Topics Covered: 
OOver 28 years, many topics were covered; including What is religion, Six Substances, Nine 
(seven) Tattvas (fundamentals), Doctrine of Karma, Ahimsā, Anekāntvād and Aparigrah, 
Jain Cosmology, Shri Uttarādhyayan Sutra, Shri Āchārāng Sutra, Sixteen Bhāvnas, 
Jaindhram me Dhyan ka Swaroop aur Chintan, Dharm ka Moolādhar – Samyagdarshan, 
Shravakdharm – Shravakāchār, Chaudah Gunsthānaks, Dharma kā Marm, Jaindharm kā Maulik 
Itihās, Jaindharm me Bhakti ka Swaroop, Jaindharm me Swādhāya ka Mahatv and Yogdrushti 
Samuchchaya (ongoing). 



Speakers / Swādhāyakars: 
In addition to our Swādhāyakārs (Harendra Shah and Sanjay Sancheti), our Swādhāya is 
occasionally blessed by Pravachans by visiting Samanijis and Scholars like Dr. Vimal Prasad 
Jain and Pandit Dhirubhai Mehta, to name a few and our own JCNC knowledgeable members 
like Pramod Patel and Dr. Nirmal Baid. 

Current Topic:
““Yogdrushti Samuchchaya” Composed by Yākinīputra Shri Acharya Haribhadra Suri ji about 
1500 years back. 

Additional Comments:
1. The earlier topics covered in this Swādhāya essentially became a major portion of JAINA’s 
“JES 401 Jain Philosophy and Practice Level 4” and some part of “JES 302 Jain Philosophy 
Level 3” Books.
2.2. As of now, over 125 aspirants have signed up to get pdf files of Swādhāya’s PowerPoint 
Slides.

To access this Swādhāya presentation of May 2nd, 2021, please use the following weblink: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TnV37L6cp-hKr6RJo70J0284tHi3PBAU/view?usp=sharing

To access past Adult Swādhāya presentations, please use the following weblink:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oRpnFQ8WT8TJS6jhujqOS2oy_a6R8vB_?usp=shari
ng

PleasePlease contact the Swādhāya coordinator Kamlesh Mehta at +1 (408) 839-8996, 
kmehta@aspirecom.com

Mahavir Janma Kalyanak Report

JCNC Education celebrated Mahavir Janma Kalayanak with zeal and fervor on April 18. Our 
Pathshala students virtually presented a colorful cultural program themed around Mahavir Jayanti 
and Jain religion. This event received over 1100 views on YouTube. You can watch this amazing 
event here on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mk-zT67p0QU

WWe thank Kavita Parekh Ji who was the lead for this program and who created the script; 30+ 
choreographers who did a lot of hard work by creating skits, identifying beautiful songs and 
choreographed wonderful dance steps; 6 young and next gen kids (Emcees) who conducted the 
whole program; 125 young and adult participants who did 4 skits and performed on 13 beautiful 
dance performances and many camera recording and editing experts who recorded all the 
performances.

WWe also thank MIBA for sponsoring and making Sadharmik Vatsalya food, Bipin bhai and Ravi bhai 
for making the full youtube video, Mihir bhai and food team for managing food and distribution, 
Facilities and other EC members who provided their full support. We thank our community 
members and each and everyone who made this program successful. Check out our thank you 
slides.





Bhandar Count News

On May 1 a monthly Bhandar count was performed. Count was led by Manharbhai Sha, Co VP 
Finance (Interim). In response to the coverage in April Darpan we received many inquiries for 
volunteering in Bhandar count. During May 1 count eight volunteers helped with counting.
 
Counting money is a critical functional skill for everyone. For children money counting also 
builds a foundation for understanding the base ten systems of numeration. 

EEvery month, in the last week, JCNC Finance conducts Bhandar count. We seek help from the 
community for Bhandar Count. Depending on the number of volunteers, it usually takes less 
than 2 hours to complete the count. Wearing a mask is mandatory. We provide hand 
sanitizers. 

If you are interested, please send an email to Manharbhai Shah or Bharatbhai Kamdar 
finance@jcnc.org and you will be added to the list of Bhandar count volunteers. This is a great 
way to volunteer at JCNC.
 
Here are the pictures from the May 1 Bhandar count. Khub Khub Anumodana of all ten 
volunteers.

JCNC Finance Team:
RRavi Shah, VP Finance, Bharat Kamdar, Co VP Finance
Manhar Shah, Co VP Finance (Interim)



Nirmal Dosi



All regular EC meetings are open to members in good 
standing. For future JCNC leaders this is an excellent way 
to understand operational activities. We encourage 
members to observe EC meeting proceedings.

All EC meetings are virtual. Zoom Meeting ID: 411 468 
5153 Passcode: 1008

Executive Committee Meeting Schedule for 2021 
YTG:

2021 EC Meeting Schedule

April’21 Puzzle Answer Key

First 3 puzzle solvers are: Parth Jain, Fremont; Aman Modi, 
Cupertino; Rushabh Shah, Artesia, CA.

JCNC Puzzle
Apr 2021



Shop Amazon - Support JCNC 

Your shopping makes a difference. Amazon donates to Jain Center of Northern California when you 
shop at smile.amazon.com

When you and your family shop with Amazon, please use the link provided below to select JCNC as your 
charity of choice.  
 https://smile.amazon.com/ch/94-2778859. 

We encourage you to share the above link and bookmark it so every time you shop, Amazon will donate to 
JCNC.

Support Generously Towards General Fund

JCNC runs on your generosity. Your donation towards the 
general Fund help pay for various operating expenses such as 
bhawan repairs, maintenance, utilities, employee salaries etc. It 
also supports various community program such as educational 
and cultural activities. Please contribute generously towards 
the General Fund.

PleasePlease join the Lifetime support program and the Dollar-A-Day 
program. You will find program details on JCNC website.

Your Support Sustains JCNC Activities 



Volunteer Sign up

Darpan Team

Darpan Advisors: Kamlesh Mehta and Sunil Mehta 

Editor: Biren Shah 

Deputy Editors: Hetan Shah, VP PR and Ravi Shah, Co VP PR 

Editor of Creative Arts & Design: Palak Shah

Your suggestions and feedback are important for enriching future issues of our Newsletter. 

Please send via email to pr@jcnc.org and president@jcnc.org

Volunteer Sign-Up & Membership 

If you are not receiving JCNC emails, please write to pr@jcnc.org 

Click here to sign up as a volunteer Click here for Membership Enrollment

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf4NiVb-Bbq7okUekxQNFLiL4GMeZGh4ezUwqe7FeKeQfWbOA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p-uBAVb3hq1-fVxnnLSg2NUH7P1VdblHeQKLJqvFigU/edit

